Library and Information Technology Association
Publications

Box 1

Preconference, June 22-24, 1967
"Institute on Library Automation", San Francisco
(9 reel to reel tapes, 3 3/4 IPS)
Mr. Becker (reel 1)
Edward Chapman and Paul St. Pierre (reel 3)
Mrs. Dunlap (reel 4)
Wes Samington (reel 5)
Kelly Cartwright (reel 6)

Box 2

Preconference, 1973
"Library Automation: A State-of-the-Art Review" (2 4-track tapes)
"Data Processing Specifications and Contracting" (9 cassettes)
Opening Remarks - Kaye Gapen
Where Do We Begin - Carolyn Grey
Technology Overview - John Kountz
Analysis of Specifications: A Case Study - Nancy Eaton
How to Develop a Contract - Hank Epstein
A Vendor Perspective on Contracting - Patricia Earnest
Contracting (role playing exercise) - Kaye Gapen
Contract Administrations - Ronald Miller

Preconference, 1983
"Online Catalogs, Online Reference: Converging Trends", Los Angeles, June 23-24 (9 cassettes)
Speakers:
Hank Epstein
Mary Ghikas
Michael Gorman
Charles Hildreth
Neal Kaske
Karen Markey
Susan K. Martin
Brian Nielsen
William Paisley
Fran Spigal

National Conference, September 17-21, 1983 (41 cassettes)
Advances in Videodisc Technology
Automated Acquisitions
Automated Error Detection in Library Systems
Automation for Handicapped Patrons
CBAM Applied to Automated Circulation Systems
Computer-Assisted Production of Directories
Considerations of a Computer-Assisted Instruction Program
Consumer Electronics and their Effect on Libraries
Copyright and the New Information Technologies
Data Transmission Via Cable - Richard W. Boss
Document Delivery
Economics of Serials Management
Electronic Publishing in the Academic Library
Franchising and Refranchising - Lynne Bradley and Joyce Capell
Government Information in Electronic Form
Impact of Automation on Library Organization
Information and Technology: At the Crossroads
Integrated Automated Systems
Interactive Video - George Abbott
Interconnection, Networking and Cooperation - Sue Buske
Interlibrary Document Delivery

Box 3

National Conference, 1983 (continued)
   Libraries and the New Information Technologies
   Library Applications of Cable Communications - Kenneth Dowlin
   Library of Congress Tutorial Videodisc
   New Media: A Survey of Documentation and Information Services
   Office Automation
   Online Catalogs
   An Overview of the Cable Industry - Henry Geller
   Opening Session: Libraries and the Magnificence of Mental Power
   Patron Use of an Online Catalog
   Programming: How to Keep Your Channel Programmed - Deborah Dahlke
   Putting Video in Public Libraries and in Library Education for the Information Age
   Satellite Links and Teleconferencing - Mary Diebler
   A Technique for Fast Response to Compound Queries
   Telecommunications Workshop: Parts one, two, three, and five
   User Reactions to Online Catalogs: Part one
   VDTs in a Medium Sized Academic Library: Concerns and Responses

Preconference, 1984 (1 cassette)
   The Art and Politics of Contract Negotiation

Preconference, June 26-27, 1986
   "Optical Information Systems", New York City (5 cassettes)
CD-ROM: Public Access Catalogs - John Schaub
Lasersearch - Larry Price
Optical Disk at NTIS - Walter Finch
Input of Source Documents - Robert Aller
Implementation Issues for Libraries - Nancy L. Eaton
Optical Media and Hardware - Robert Moses
Workstation and System Design - Steven Yelick
Search Software and Index Design - Elizabeth Eddison
Infotrac - Richard Carney and Clyde Walton

Preconference, 1987
“Optical Publishing and Libraries: Cheers or Tears?”, San Francisco, CA, June 25-26 (8 cassettes)

Preconference, 1990
“Imaging: The Future of Libraries”, Chicago, IL, June 21-22 (11 cassettes)
“Networking CD-ROM Technologies”, Chicago, IL, June 22 (5 cassettes)

Box 4:

LITA/LAMA National Conference, 1996 (72 cassettes)